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Confederation of Co-operative Housing 

CCH submission to Communities & Local Government 

consultation on Pay to Stay: Fairer Rents for Social Housing 

 

 
1 The Confederation of Co-operative Housing 

 

1.1 With a membership of 160 co-operative and mutual housing 

organisations, the Confederation of Co-operative Housing has been 

the representative body for co-operative and mutual housing in 

England and Wales since 1994.   Most of our members are 

Registered Provider housing co-operatives in England, but our 

membership also includes several large mutual housing associations 

and some tenant management organisations. 

 

 

We recommend that: 

 

 Pay to Stay rent increases should be based on a fair, simple and 

genuinely affordable formula (such as a 1% rent increase for each 

£1K income increase above the thresholds) rather than on market 

rents – particularly in dysfunctional housing market areas 

 

 Pay to Stay rent increases should not be introduced in the housing 

co-op sector unless co-op members have access to portable 

discounts to enable them to buy homes elsewhere if they wish to 

 

 Co-op members (and other tenants) should be able to have Pay to 

Stay rents re-assessed when their circumstances change 

 

 

1.2 The CCH has carried out consultation with our membership on Pay 

to Stay and other current policy changes through a survey of our 

membership and through consultation meetings.  Our survey 

received 103 responses (88 from tenant members of housing 

co-ops) from 44 organisations (most of them housing co-ops).   
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1.3 Some considerable concerns were raised about Pay to Stay.  75% 

were against it, whilst 17% supported it.  88% were concerned that it 

would change the relationship between co-ops and their members 

and 70% that it would result in higher arrears. 

 

1.4 Particular issues raised included concerns about: 

 

 the potential divisiveness in a housing co-op of Pay to Stay where 

resentments could develop between members paying different 

levels of rent 

 

 members being expected to “pay twice” ie. both through higher 

rents and through still being expected to make the significant 

voluntary contributions that co-ops rely on and which produce 

significant public benefit  

 

 potential conflicts between Pay to Stay and the co-operative 

ethos with perceptions that co-op members and tenants will be 

expected to “act as a Government department checking on 

tenants’ incomes” 

 

 potential administration difficulties and increasing rent arrears 

 

 potential loss of expertise and experience in co-ops as those who 

have developed their abilities as co-op volunteers may have to 

leave as a result of Pay to Stay 

 

 potentially extremely high rents in London where rents that are 

close to market rents could be unaffordable to someone earning 

£40,000 

 

 the potential that Pay to Stay will penalise ambition and reward, 

meaning that those in work may be incentivised to earn less 

 

 the potential to trap people on middle incomes in social housing 

because it would make it harder for them to save to move to 

alternative accommodation.   

 

1.5 Despite concerns about Pay to Stay, some survey respondents did 

recognise the value and fairness of linking rent levels to incomes. 

 

1.6 Our response to this consultation is based on the information we 

have gathered through consultation with our members. 
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2 Tapers 

 

2.1 We agree that Pay to Stay should use a tapering arrangement that 

is simple, fair and clear to explain to tenants.   

 

2.2 Whilst Clause 74 of the current draft of the Housing Bill refers to high 

income tenants being charged a rent based on market rents, 

Clause 74(2)c suggests that rent could be determined using other 

factors.  Our consultation has indicated that use of a market rent to 

determine Pay to Stay rents in areas such as London with a 

dysfunctional housing market would result in severe problems for 

some of our members – people who may not necessarily be earning 

a wage that would enable them to pay a market based rent.  

Conversely, in some areas of the country such as the North East a 

market rent would mean reducing rents from current rent levels.   

 

2.3 We therefore propose a simple and fair formula be used for Pay to 

Stay such as a rent increase of 1% for every £1,000 earned above 

the threshold levels.  Such an approach would be likely to be seen 

as fair and reasonable as well as being simple to explain. 

 

2.4 Additional concerns raised with us include: 

 

a) if a tenant’s income for Pay to Stay purpose is based on HMRC 

data, this will then mean that their income will be assessed on 

their income in the previous year.  By the time a Pay to Stay rent 

is assessed, a tenant’s circumstances may have changed and 

their income reduced, but on the basis of HMRC data they may 

be charged a substantial rent that they cannot afford now.  

Tenants who are self-employed may be in receipt of a 

substantially fluctuating income.  We would hope that tenants 

will be in a position to have their rent re-assessed as their 

circumstances change, although it is noted that self-employed 

and some other tenants will have difficulties proving changes in 

income. 

 

b) we are still waiting to hear from DCLG as to whether housing 

co-ops will be able to exercise discretion as to whether they sell 

their homes under Voluntary Right to Buy and/or whether 

housing co-op members will be able to access “portable 

discounts”.  It would seem to be substantially unfair to levy a Pay 

to Stay rent on a housing co-op member if they are not able to 

access the home ownership assistance the Government has 
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promised to provide to housing association tenants that would 

help them to move on from their co-op home.  A Pay to Stay 

rent could simply serve to prevent co-op members who wish to 

buy a home from saving money to buy a home elsewhere and 

trap them permanently in social housing. 

 

We would suggest that Pay to Stay should only be introduced for 

the housing co-op sector if portable discounts are available for 

housing co-op members. 

 
3 Administrative costs 

 

3.1 It is impossible to be specific about costs of administration of Pay to 

Stay until it is known how the scheme will operate.  We would 

estimate that the following areas could need to be assessed in 

relation to administration of Pay to Stay in a housing co-op, 

dependent on how the scheme will operate: 

 

 collection of data on each members’ income – either from the 

member concerned themselves or from HMRC 

 

 assessment of rent levels for each member on a personal basis on 

an annual basis.  This would currently be administered across 

each co-op and will relate to the type of home being let.  

Holding multiple rent levels for each member would inevitably 

result in considerable extra work. 

 

 re-assessing rent levels as individual members’ circumstances 

change, particularly for tenants who are self-employed and/or 

have a fluctuating income 

 

 potentially higher levels of turnover as members decide or have 

to move as a result of higher rent levels 

 

 the potential costs of legal action relating to access to 

information on co-op members’ income and/or in relation to rent 

arrears action that may accrue because of higher rents 

 

 potential loss of existing co-op members with governance skills 

resulting in additional costs to train new co-op members to 

govern the co-op 
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 initial governance costs relating to co-ops determining how to 

manage Pay to Stay 

 

 initial costs relating to communications with members about Pay 

to Stay 

 

3.2 Housing co-op management systems consist of one or more of the 

following methods of management: 

 

 buying support services from agencies or housing associations 

 directly employing staff 

 services provided voluntary by co-op members 

 

3.3 The additional management costs for Pay to Stay will be 

dependent on what management systems co-ops use.  Those 

buying services from external agencies will face a cost increase for 

additional services required.  Co-ops directly employing staff may 

try to incorporate additional responsibilities into existing staff roles, 

but may have to employ additional staff.  Co-ops that use 

volunteers to carry out management functions may be able to 

expand their volunteer activity to cope with the increasing 

workload, but this may be particularly difficult where those 

volunteers are also people on higher incomes who will need to pay 

a Pay to Stay rent.   

 

3.4 We would speculate that Pay to Stay income will cover additional 

expenditure, but that will be dependent on how tapers are set. 

 

4 Conclusions 

 

4.1 There is currently very limited support for Pay to Stay within the 

housing co-op sector, although some co-op members recognise 

the value and fairness of linking rent levels to incomes.   

 

4.2 The suggestions we have set out in our submission may contribute to 

the principle of Pay to Stay becoming accepted within our sector.   

 

 

For further information on this submission, please contact Nic Bliss (CCH 

Head of Policy):   nic@cch.coop   07947 019287 

mailto:nic@cch.coop

